Text style transfer is usually performed using attributes that can take a handful of discrete values (e.g., positive to negative reviews). In this work, we introduce an architecture that can leverage pre-trained consistent continuous distributed style representations and use them to transfer to an attribute unseen during training, without requiring any re-tuning of the style transfer model. We demonstrate the method by training an architecture to transfer text conveying one sentiment to another sentiment, using a fine-grained set of over 20 sentiment labels rather than the binary positive/negative often used in style transfer. Our experiments show that this model can then rewrite text to match a target sentiment that was unseen during training.
Introduction
A time-honored way to nudge human creativity is to structure generation around the idea of variation, from literary pastiches to variations in classical music or the concept of jazz standards. Variation is then used primarily as an inspiration device, where it is not necessary to stick too closely to the original template. Artificial text style transfer can similarly act as a loosely constrained generative device, to combat monotony by generating more variations of a given piece of text, or to avoid blandness through anchoring on an interesting original. Within that framing, it is more important to be able to generate richer variations than to strictly preserve content.
Most existing text style transfer work has focused on a narrow set of applications where the attributes of interest have a very limited set of discrete possible values, e.g. two valences of reviews (positive and negative), three different writing styles [example] , five types of restaurant cuisines (Lample et al., 2019) . This is very well suited to applications where style transfer has to adhere closely to its input (e.g., editing text to make it more formal or business-like), but less so when the emphasis is on creativity more than faithfulness to the original. In this work, we propose a new approach that allows for text generation conditioned on a much richer and fine-grained specification of target attributes, by leveraging distributed representations pre-trained through a separate supervised classification task. By specifying attributes through continuous distributed representations, we show that our architecture allows for fine-grained conditioned text generation that can match new attribute targets unseen during training, or attribute targets implicitly specified through text, that may not precisely match any of the discrete labels originally used to define the attribute space.
This work thus makes the following contributions: first, we propose a method that allows transfer to a much larger set of fine-grained styles without requiring additional optimization during inference. Second, we show how this method can be used to perform zero-shot style transfer to new styles unseen during the style transfer training, through leveraging a joint underlying lowerdimensional style embedding space. Third, we show how fine-tuning a pre-trained attribute control architecture affords control over a different but related attribute space.
Related work
Many earlier approaches to text style transfer rely on a disentangling objective seeking to extract a representation from which the original style is hard to recover (Lample et al., 2017b) . However, recent work has shown that this disentanglement was neither empirically achieved, nor necessary (Lample et al., 2019) . In this work, we do not use any disentanglement objective either.
Style transfer can be viewed as translation from one style to another. Recent strides in unsupervised translation have led to a body of work adapting machine translation techniques to style transfer (Prabhumoye et al., 2018; Lample et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2018) . This work follows this approach and uses an architecture very similar to that in Lample et al. (2019) .
When used to generate a richer set of alternatives, style transfer can be viewed as a controlled text generation technique with a particularly strong conditioning anchor. The recently released CTRL model (Keskar et al., 2019) allows for generation based on control codes such as a specific website link, which are used as a prepended token. The style attribute is similarly specified here by providing an initial token to the model to specify the target attribute, but the generated text is also conditioned much more strongly on a source sentence, as was done in Lample et al. (2019) .
There has been recent work on achieving finegrained graded style transfer by editing the hidden representation of an input towards one that would be classified more readily into a target style (Wang et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019) , or sampling responses around a given output to select those that better match a target style (Gao et al., 2019) . These methods can be viewed as a positive version of the disentangling methods that were leveraging an adversarial classifier to prevent classification into the source attribute, instead pushing the hidden representation towards classification into the target attribute.
In this work, we instead propose to decouple the classifier from the style transfer architecture by merely using the classifier to produce a distributed representation of the target attribute, so that existing pre-trained supervised representations can be re-used. This would allow for our method to be applied to any type of consistent distributed embedding space (e.g., pre-trained unsupervised fast-Text embeddings (Joulin et al., 2016) ).
Specifying target attributes as distributed continuous representations
Our approach relies on an autoencoder architecture similar to that in Lample et al. (2019) , modified to leverage consistent pre-trained distributed continuous representations of attributes. This section presents the notation and base architecture be-fore introducing our key modification to leverage embeddings.
Base architecture
This section briefly introduces the architecture and training objective of Lample et al. (2019) , which we use as base for our style transfer system. Let D = (x i , y i ) i∈[1,n] be a training set of n sentences x i ∈ X paired with source attribute values y i . y i ∈ Y is a discrete attribute value in the set Y of possible values for the attribute being considered, e.g. Y = {bad, neutral, good} if y i represents the overall rating of a restaurant review. In this work, we only consider transfer of a single attribute, but our approach could easily be extended to multiple attributes using an attribute embedding averaging heuristic as in Lample et al. (2019) .
The style transfer architecture consists of a model F : X × Y → X that maps any pair (x,ỹ) of a source sentence x (whose source attribute is y) paired with a target attributeỹ to a new sentencex that has the target attribute valueỹ, while striving to remain as close as possible to x, and being fluent English. This is achieved by training a sequence-to-sequence auto-encoder as a denoising auto-encoder, with an added back-translation objective to ensure transfer to the target attribute.
The input x is encoded into a latent representation z = e(x), then (z,ỹ) is decoded intox = d(z,ỹ), where the parameters of encoder e and decoder d are trainable, and target attribute valueỹ can be a different attribute -or the same original attribute if not trying to modify it when reconstructing.
Denoising objective In order to retain fluency and ability to reconstruct well without merely copying, the architecture is trained with a denoising auto-encoding objective L AE (Fu et al., 2017) :
where x c is a noisy version of input text x corrupted with word drops and word order shuffling as described in Lample et al. (2017a) and p d is the probability distribution over sequences x induced by the decoder. Here, the input is reconstructed without changing the source attribute value.
Back-translation objective The decoder is encouraged to leverage the provided target attribute through a back-translation loss (Sennrich et al., 2015; Lample et al., 2017a Lample et al., , 2018 Artetxe et al., 2018) : input x is encoded into z, but then decoded using target attribute valueỹ, yielding the reconstructionx.x is in turn used as input of the encoder and decoded using the source attribute value y to ideally obtain the source x, and we train the model to map (x, y) back into x. The backtranslation objective L BT is thus written:
where d(e(x),ỹ) is a variation of the input sentence x written with a randomly sampled target attributeỹ that is specified according to the procedure described in sec. 3.2. Back-translated sentences are generated on the fly during training by greedy decoding at each time step.
Overall objective The system is trained by combining both denoising auto-encoding and backtranslation loss:
where the mixture hyperparameter λ is optimized over the validation set to achieve the best combinations of the metrics specified below, as in Lample et al. (2019) . We optimize this loss by stochastic gradient descent without backpropagating through the back-translation generation process.
Architecture building blocks
The encoder e is a 2-layer bidirectional LSTM using word embedding look-up tables trained from scratch. The decoder d is a 2-layer LSTM augmented with an attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014) . All the embedding and hidden layer dimensions are 512, including the attribute embedding obtained as explained in Section 3.2. Decoding is conditioned on both that attribute embedding, which is provided as the first token embedding, similar to Lample et al. (2018) , and on a representation of the input obtained from the encoder with an attention mechanism.
Leveraging pre-trained distributed continuous representations
Lample et al. (2019) specify the target attribute as an embedding read from a lookup table that is optimized during training. This means that each target attribute value has its own entry, and precludes leveraging known similarities between target attribute values. Instead, we propose to write the target embedding y = W y d as the product of an existing distributed embedding y d , and a weight matrix W . The motivation for this is that pre-trained distributed embeddings encode similarities between attribute values that can be learned from other tasks (e.g., supervised classification) and directly leveraged for style transfer.
In this work, we obtain the embedding by running some textx possessing the desired target attribute value through a feedforward classifier y d = c(x). We experiment with a fastText classifier (Joulin et al., 2016) and a classifier derived from BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) with an added bottleneck layer, and use the last hidden layer whose dot-product with class embeddings would determine what class is selected. The dimension of that layer is arbitrary. Preliminary experiments have shown better training with smaller dimensions, so in the remainder of the paper we set the supervised embedding dimension to 8. Thus, the weight matrix W is of dimension 512 × 8. Note that the base style transfer architecture adapted from Lample et al. (2019) for k possible attribute values would correspond to W being a look-up table of dimension 512 × k, with a one-hot encoding of each attribute value instead of the supervised distributed embeddings used here.
During training, randomly selected samples from the training set are run through the classifier to obtain a fine-grained continuous distributed target embedding value which is used as target attribute value for the back-translation loss, and scaled to unit norm. For validation and measuring accuracy of transfer, class embeddings are used instead, after being also scaled to unit norm.
Experiments in original fine-grained attribute space
We demonstrate the technique using a set of finegrained sentiment labels such as happy, curious, angry, hopeful, sad, thankful, etc. (see full list in Table 1 ). The choice of fine-grained sentiment as set of attributes is motivated by the richness of the attribute space, for which large labelled datasets are available (e.g., Li et al. (2017) ; Rashkin et al. (2019)), while also being in continuity with the use of sentiment as style in much of the text style transfer literature. Table 3 ). Experiments in Section 4.4 use 20 for training the style transfer architecture, while the four labels shown in italics are not seen during training, but still obtain reasonable transfer performance, as seen in Table 5 . Bottom: set of 32 labels used in the EMPATHETICDIALOGUES dataset. Experiments exploring transfer to that space are described in Section 5 with results shown in Table 7 .
Dataset
We train a sentiment classifier over 24 sentiments using an unreleased dataset of millions of samples of social media content written by English speakers with a writer-assigned sentiment tag. In order to make our work reproducible by others, we select training data from publicly available data in the following way: starting from a Reddit dump collected and published by a third party, we use that classifier to select a subset of millions of posts matching each of the 24 sentiment labels of interest. A new classifier is then trained from scratch on that data to provide the target embeddings, and the initial classifier is discarded. We pick a set of 24 sentiment labels to demonstrate fine-grained transfer to a larger set of possible labels compared to previous work, which usually limits transfer to a handful of possible attribute values. The set of 24 sentiment labels (see Table 1) is selected by keeping sentiment labels that have reasonable-looking matches among the Reddit posts from the third-party dump, after a quick manual inspection of random samples to determine which labels to keep and what threshold to use to decide which posts to retain. Posts from the third-party Reddit dump that score above those thresholds are run through the safety classifier from Dinan et al. (2019) to remove offensive or toxic content, and the English language classifier from fastText (Joulin et al., 2016) to remove non-English content. We also remove content that contains URLs or images. The remaining data comprises between 22k and 11M examples per sentiment label, and data from each label is sampled in a balanced way during training. The final data consists of a train set of 31M labeled samples, and an additional 730k samples as validation and test sets, respectively.
Evaluation
Following Lample et al. (2019) , we use three automated metrics to measure target attribute control, fluency, and content preservation:
• Attribute control: Attribute control is measured by using a fastText or BERT classifier trained to predict attribute values. This classifier does not have the low-dimensional bottleneck of the one used to produce the embedding y d , as classification performance is more accurate with larger dimensions.
• Fluency: Fluency is measured by the perplexity assigned to generated text sequences by an LSTM language model trained on the third-party Reddit training data.
• Content preservation: Content preservation is roughly captured through n-gram statistics, by measuring the BLEU score between generated text and the input itself (called self-BLEU as in Lample et al. (2019) ).
The best trade-off between those three aspects of transfer is dependent on the desired application. If the goal is to generate new utterances for a retrieval system in a conversation while keeping them from being bland or too repetitive through anchoring on a source utterance, in a manner reminiscent of the retrieve-and-refine approach (Weston et al., 2018) , fluency and attribute control would matter more than content preservation. If the goal is to stick as close to the source sentence as possible and say the same things another way, which is better defined for language types (e.g., casual vs. formal) than for sentiment, then content preservation would matter more, but in a way that self-BLEU might not be sophisticated enough to capture.
Hyperparameters are picked by looking at performance over the validation set, using self-BLEU Table 2 : Generations from models 2 and 4 in Table 3, transferring from annoyed to fantastic. Different stages in the training lead to different trade-offs between attribute control, content preservation, and fluency: model 2 preserves a lot more of the source sentence, while model 4 has better attribute control but retains little from the source sentence. and transfer control. We also experimented with pooling (as in Lample et al. (2019) ) and sampling with a temperature instead of greedy decoding, as well as larger bottleneck dimensions, but these all resulted in worse performance on the datasets we use here. Evaluation is performed by running style transfer on all non-matching combinations of source and target labels, on up to 900 source sequences per source label. Results are reported using source sentences from the test set.
Fine-grained style transfer
We first use our system to demonstrate successful transfer over a large number of fine-grained attribute values. Results in Table 3 show that training achieves very good accuracy while maintaining reasonable self-BLEU scores and perplexity similar to the average perplexity of reference sentences. Classification of the identity baseline to the source attribute is a bit less than classification to the target attribute for the target baseline because the former uses test set examples, which were not seen by the classifier. Example generations are given in Table 4 , where four sentiment classes are held-out during training, but training is otherwise similar.
Zero-shot style transfer to unseen attribute values
Limiting the capacity of the attribute value representations through a small-dimensional bottleneck may make it easier for the auto-encoder to learn to generalize over the embedding space overall, beyond the specific combinations of the sentiment labels seen during training. To check if the transfer can indeed generalize to unseen sentiment labels, we train a system with 20 out of the 24 sen- timent labels, holding out 4 labels that are seen by the classifier (shown in italics in Table 1 ), but not the style-transfer auto-encoder architecture during training. We then evaluate transfer to these unseen classes. Results in Table 5 show that transfer to these unseen classes is still largely successful, with the target class being picked more than half the time out of 24 possible classes. However, transfer to these held-out classes remains less successful than transfer to the classes seen during training. Examples of transfer to unseen classes are given at the bottom of Table 4 . Table 5 : Evaluation when 4 out of the 24 sentiment labels are held out during training, shown for three different stages of the training which capture three different trade-offs between the criteria of attribute control, content preservation, and fluency. The metrics shown are the same as in Table 3 : percentage classifications assigned to the target and source (Sce) attributes, self-BLEU (s-BL), and perplexity (PPL). Left: transfer to target attributes seen by the style transfer architecture during training. Metrics are very similar to those obtained when training on 24 classes, in Table 3 . Right: transfer to the 4 unseen classes is still largely successful, with the target attribute being selected more than half the time out of 24 possible attributes (chance would be 4%), but clearly less so than for the attributes seen during training. S-BL scores are similar to those of attributes seen during training, but PPL is higher. 
Dataset
The dataset we use here to examine transfer to a related task is the EMPATHETICDIALOGUES dataset (Rashkin et al., 2019) , which comprises about 25k dialogues accompanied by a situation description of a few sentences, and a sentiment label belonging to a list of 32, some of which are also in the list of 24 from the first task (e.g., angry, grateful, joyful, as shown in Table 1 ). We use the situation descriptions and sentiment labels, not the dialogues. We perform evaluation using the same metrics as before. The classification task over the EMPA-THETICDIALOGUES labels is overall more difficult, given that there are more labels, but more importantly, that the dataset has not been pre-filtered by a classifier in the same way that the base training dataset was selected from the third-party Reddit dump. Thus, classification metrics (shown in Table 7 ) are lower across the board, with the upper bound being the 56.5% of the Source classification for the Identity baseline. The language in EMPATHETICDIALOGUES is also easier to predict than that of Reddit, resulting in lower perplexity scores.
Transfer experiments
We compare three different approaches to perform attribute control anchored in this new dataset.
Training from scratch The EMPATHETICDIA-LOGUES dataset has only 25k situation descriptions, and is therefore too small to allow for suc- Table 7 : Automated metrics for transfer to attributes from the EMPATHETICDIALOGUES dataset. Metrics and baselines (top two rows) are the same as in Table 3 . Scratch: the style transfer architecture is trained from scratch, using only the 25k situations from the EMPA-THETICDIALOGUES dataset. The architecture learns to transfer to reasonable accuracy, but the self-BLEU scores are near zero, showing that the source content is nearly ignored. Zero-shot: the transfer architecture is pre-trained to transfer sentiments on millions of examples from the third-party Reddit dump, and a linear mapping from the new target attributes to that embedding space is trained in a supervised way. No fine-tuning of the transfer architecture is conducted. Metrics show failure to control the target attribute or change the source sequence much, simply degrading the source sequence. Fine-tuned: the transfer architecture is pre-trained on the third-party Reddit dump, then fine-tuned on the EMPATHETICDIALOGUES situations. This achieves a much better balance between attribute control and self-BLEU. Example generations are shown in Table 6 and Table 8. cessful training of the transfer architecture from scratch. To show this, we perform training exactly as in the previous section, but using only data from the 25k situation descriptions. Results in Table 7 show that the system learns adequate attribute control, but ignores the source sequence.
Zero-shot transfer The "zero-shot" approach to task transfer here requires mapping the new attribute space to the old, so as to specify the new desired targets in the embedding space understood by the model. To see if this can work without any fine-tuning, we train a logistic regression layer from the previous Reddit sentiment embedding space to the new attribute space, and use the learned attribute embeddings to specify the new target attributes. Attribute control is performed in the same way as before using a style transfer architecture trained on 20 sentiment labels (so as to allow comparing to transfer to a held-out sentiment label from the same data), but the attribute targets, the source sequences and the label classifiers are all from the EMPATHETICDIALOGUES dataset. This approach performs very poorly, as shown in Table 7 . This is not surprising, given that the low-dimensional embedding space for the original sentiment labels is trained to represent sentiment information from conversational posts that are quite removed from the task of inferring the sentiment felt in a situation description, and may simply have lost too much information to adequately infer the sentiment in this new context. In fact, the accuracy of the logistic regression classifier used to map the new sentiment labels to the old space is below 18% (on the test set), compared to over 50% achieved by a bottleneck BERT-based classifier trained on that data in raw text form.
Fine-tuning Starting from the same pre-trained architecture as in the zero-shot baseline, we finetune the architecture on the situation descriptions from EMPATHETICDIALOGUES. This gives a chance for the model to adapt to the language and different framing and attribute space. Results in Table 7 show that the fine-tuning reaches reasonable transfer performance. Example generations are shown in Table 8 .
Discussion and Conclusion
This work has shown that taking advantage of consistent embedding spaces obtained through a separate task (in this case, supervised classification) makes it possible to achieve reasonable success with zero-shot transfer to classes that were not seen during training or even, with some finetuning, transfer to an altogether different attribute space. When viewed as a method to generate controlled variations of an input text, this style transfer approach paves the way for promising data augmentation methods where an existing set of retrieval utterances could be augmented to fit specific target styles. Given that retrieval models are still performing better than generative models in conversational systems (e.g., see Rashkin et al. (2019) ), this would allow combining the flexibility of enhanced fine-grained control with the power of retrieval models, while still escaping flaws of generative models such as blandness and repetition, similar to the retrieve-and-refine approach (Weston et al., 2018) .
Another promising potential use of this style transfer architecture is through the indirect, implicit definition of a style through examples: instead of requiring a label, which could lead to quantization noise when the desired attribute is not an exact match to a pre-defined attribute value, the target attribute representation can be directly inferred from an example text input that conveys the desired style. This would allow mirroring of the style of a text without labeling it, or conversely complementing it by looking at a maximally distant embedding. Our approach would also lend itself well to using un-labelled styles extracted in an unsupervised way, as long as they can be represented in a consistent embedding space.
